
Javier Requejo Melchor
Full Stack Developer

Self-taught developer currently living in London and working as a
Full Stack Developer, using Javascript with Node.js on the back-
end, React on the front-end and MySQL databases. I'm a proactive
and analytical person looking for exciting new opportunities in the
London tech scene as a developer. Love learning new things or tools
every day. If I don't know something I will learn it.

jreqmel@gmail.com

Ask me by email

London, UK

javirequejo.com/

linkedin.com/in/javier-requejo

github.com/javirequejo

WORK EXPERIENCE
Full Stack Developer
Alterna Online
05/2019 - Present, Madrid, Spain
Alterna is an energy company based in Spain that sells energy, gas, fiber
broadband, and mobile plans.

Created new microservices in Node from a PHP monolith
project in the company's system like a billing analyzer, a
communication system with customers, or APIs exposed to
external services, using TDD principles and MySQL databases.

Developed new features in our own back office (CRM) and
customer area using React, Redux or GraphQL applying
responsive design patterns.

Updated and improved some parts of the Symfony (PHP)
monolith project like the payment processing or the contract
printing creation, learning these technologies from scratch.

Commercial Insurance Broker
Peris - Insurance Broker
04/2015 - 12/2018, Madrid, Spain

Face-to-face and phone customer service.

New enquiries as well as using online quote systems, both for
new business and renewals.

Web Designer & Junior Underwriter
Nicmelman - Insurance Broker
07/2013 - 04/2015, Madrid, Spain

Designed a company website using HTML & CSS.

Supported managers with preparation for policy renewal
meetings.

EDUCATION
Full Stack Web Development Bootcamp
Ironhack
10/2018 - 04/2019, 

Technologies: ReactJS, Javascript, Node.js, Express,
MongoDB, HTML, CSS, Jasmine.

Winner Project in my cohort.

Bachelor's degree in Software Engineering
(unfinished)
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM)

SKILLS

Javascript Back-End Node.js MySQL

Front-End React.js Redux GraphQL

TDD Principles PHP Symfony Git

HTML Responsive Design Problem Solving

Communication Can-do attitude

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Library CRUD (01/2021)

Library CRUD app using Node.js, Express and MySQL to create
an API with titles, authors and formats.  

Musicland - Telegram bot using Spotify API
 (12/2020)

Telegram bot deployed in AWS using the Spotify API to send
you new music albums and the most popular playlists.  

Storyland - Winner Project in my Ironhack cohort
 (04/2019)  

Progressive Web App (PWA) - Mobile optimized.

Manages your read and pending books, discover new
recommendations in a full catalog, track your reading time
with daily stats, or connect with your friends and discover
what they are reading. Also has a book cover detection
feature.

Stack used in frontend: React.

Stack used in backend: Node.js with Express, MongoDB &
Google Cloud Vision API & Google Books API.

LANGUAGES

Spanish

English

INTERESTS

Coding Mixing Music Motorbikes

Cooking Travelling Desk Setups

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Courses
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